
 
 
SmartSeal Liquid Cell 
Part Numbers 165-1000 – 165-7010 

 
 INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SmartSeal Liquid Cell consists of a universal mounting plate, 
which fits all standard 2 x 3” slide mount holders, and Teflon® 
stoppers for sealing the Luer® lock connectors. The SmartSeal 
cells are specified by window material and pathlength. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SmartSeal Cell has a 13-mm aperture and is constructed of  
two polished IR windows with a precision PTFE spacer. Its 
proprietary sealing construction provides leakproof operation, 
and allows its use with reactive and volatile samples. 
 
Samples can be directly injected using a Luer lock style  
syringe or delivered via tubing with standard Luer lock 
fitting attachments.   
 
 The cell is not demountable. The choice of pathlength and 
window material must be made at the time of purchase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

1. Remove the SmartSeal Cell assembly and two Teflon 
stoppers from the protective packaging. 
 

2. Attach two Luer lock syringes to the SmartSeal Cell, one 
containing your sample and the other an empty syringe. 
 

3. Orient the cell as shown in Figure 1 on the following page 
with the empty syringe at the top and the sample syringe 
at the bottom. Pull the plunger of the empty syringe 
slowly to create a vacuum, which will pull the sample into 
the cell. When the sample has filled the cell completely, 
reorient the cell vertically and remove the syringes. 
 

4. Install the two white Teflon stoppers into the fill ports of 
 the cell. 
 

5. Place the cell module in the standard 2 x 3” slide mount 
holder that is provided by the FTIR manufacturer and 
collect the sample spectrum. 

 
 
IMPORTANT: A Viton® gasket is located between the cell IR 
window and the 2 x 3” back plate. Sample is never in contact 
with this gasket. Under normal use and care the outer face of 
this window should not require cleaning. Should you choose to 
clean the outer exposed surface of the windows, rinse with a 
solvent that is compatible with Viton and your window material 
such as completely dry hexane. Never use acetone or other 
solvents that are not compatible with Viton. 

 
 
 

1. Remove the Teflon stoppers from the ports of the cell. 
 
2. Attach a Luer lock syringe to one of the ports of the cell 

and orient the cell horizontally so that the syringe is in the 
lower position. 

 
3. Pull the syringe plunger slowly out to remove the sample 

from the cell. 
 
4. Using clean and suitable solvent, fill and remove the 

solvent using the procedures for filling and removing 
sample. 

 
5. Using the syringe, pull out the final solvent from the cell. 
 
6. Store the cell in a desiccated storage container. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Part No. Description   Qty 
165-10XX SmartSeal Liquid Cell    1 
                        Includes: 

Teflon Stoppers   2 

PACKING LIST 
 

SAMPLING PROCEDURES 
 

CLEANING  
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In most cases following proper filling procedures can prevent 
cell leakage.  It is important to remember that temperature 
extremes and mechanical shock may damage the cell. This 
happens often when a relatively viscous sample is injected into 
a short pathlength cell. To protect the cell, use vacuum instead 
of pressure when introducing the sample. This can be done 
simply by employing two syringes for cell filling. In such a case, 
one of the syringes needs to be filled with a sufficient amount 
of sample. The second syringe should remain empty, with the 
plunger located at the bottom. 
 
With the cell positioned at a 45 degree angle (Figure 1), the 
sample is introduced by pulling the plunger of the empty 
syringe (placed on top to fill the cell reservoir from bottom to 
top) until the sample shows at the bottom of the syringe. At 
this point, a few seconds pause to allow for pressure 
equilibration is recommended. Next, the cell should be placed 
in a vertical position, syringes removed and Luer locks plugged 
with stoppers. Never disassemble the SmartSeal Cell by 
removing the four tightening screws. 
 
With the proper selection of IR windows, gentle cell handling 
and appropriate filling technique, the IR cell is still one of the 
better tools for analyzing liquids by traditional transmission 
methods.  
 
Liquid samples temperature must not exceed 65 °C.  For 
samples at temperatures greater than 65 °C, contact PIKE 
Technologies for a liquid transmission cell suitable for these 
elevated temperatures (65–120 °C). 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

SEALED LIQUID CELLS – VOLUMES 
 

Pathlength (mm) 0.015 0.025 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.50 1.0 5.0 10.0 

Volume (ml) 0.007 0.012 0.025 0.049 0.022 0.098 0.073 0.145 0.727 1.455 

 

 

Pull plunger of syringe upward  
to draw sample into cell 

ACCESSORIES AND  
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

 
Part No. Description 
161-0520 Glass syringe, 1 ml 
161-0521 Glass syringe, 2 ml 
161-0522 Glass syringe, 5 ml 
162-1300 Teflon stoppers (12 ea.) 

 

PRECAUTIONS 
 

Figure 1. Proper cell orientation when filling. 

θ = 45° 


